Let us help you focus on what really matters—enriching public safety

When law enforcement agencies share and analyze information, they can be more effective in protecting the public. However, the day-to-day reality of manual processes, data entry and compliance with federal reporting requirements can hinder your ability to serve your community.

Law Enforcement Professional Services from LexisNexis® Coplogic™ Solutions can help you redirect time and resources from repetitive administrative tasks to focus on what really matters—enriching public safety.
Redirect time and resources from administrative tasks

Our suite of technology solutions can help law enforcement agencies automate manual processes, share information with other agencies and federal reporting requirements.

Our services can help you:

• **Enrich public safety.** Connecting agency data systems into a centralized repository enhances your ability to share information with other public safety organizations, and can help you comply with federal reporting requirements.

• **Make more informed decisions through data analytics.** Advanced data analytics can help guide decisions on where to allocate officers and establish patrol routes aiding in efficiency of your limited agency resources.

• **Work more efficiently using data collection tools.** Prefill solutions can pre-populate forms based on minimal information to help agencies automate manual processes, validate data to reduce errors and streamline reporting with our customized solutions for law enforcement.

Work with a trusted partner who has a history of success

For decades, law enforcement agencies have relied on LexisNexis to deliver tailored solutions that address their unique business needs at the local, state, and federal level. We have successful partnerships with agencies at every level of government driven by proven solutions built on experience.

Our customers trust us because we provide:

• **Top-level data stewardship.** We have 20+ years of experience as stewards of sensitive data for law enforcement. We have developed solutions that assist with meeting the requirements imposed by the following guidelines and standards:
  – The FBI’s Criminal Justice Information Services Division (CJIS) guidelines
  – Interstate Identification Index (III)
  – National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS)
  – National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
  – National Information Exchange Model (NIEM)

• **Dedicated customer service, support and maintenance.** We support, manage and continually enhance solutions aimed at helping improve public and officer safety.

• **Expertise in regulatory requirements.** Updates to federal and other agency reporting requirements are replicated on your systems to assist with meeting requirements and submitting complete reports.

LexisNexis connects disparate data sources and manages information to help agencies share data, streamline reporting and enhance public safety.
Our public safety information systems help increase productivity

**LexisNexis® eCrash** is an electronic crash management system that can help you collect, digitize and share collision reports across diverse systems. Assist with improving public safety with deeper insights from the enhanced Model Minimum Uniform Crash Criteria (MMUCC), analytics and mapping capabilities, and generate revenue from collision report sales utilizing our e-commerce solution.

**LexisNexis® eCitation** is an electronic citation system that allows law enforcement to collect, validate and submit citation reports.

**LexisNexis® eWarrants** is a warrant management system that can help you digitize the warrant process for any instrument reviewed and authorized by the court and served by law enforcement.

**Firearms permitting and licensing solutions** can help you manage the entire firearms licensing process. Efficiently process, issue and monitor permits/licenses to authorized individuals, and facilitates the reduction of administrative load by enabling citizens to apply for firearms permits and pay online.

**Computerized criminal history system** can help you access and share criminal offender records with other agencies. The system interfaces with disparate data sources, helps improve data quality, and provides updated information to help you serve and protect your community.

**Sex offender registry** system allows authorized users to enter sex offender information online through a web-based application.

Statewide eWarrants deployed

Prior to 2007, our state partner relied on a paper-based warrant process that incurred data entry errors, required duplicate system entry and resulted in a backlog of roughly 500,000 warrants. LexisNexis created a statewide, customized solution to digitize the entire warrant process from court approval to service by law enforcement. During the first ten years, more than 1.7 million electronic records have been processed through eWarrants, and service rates have improved from less than 15 percent to over 87 percent.

Electronic citation system

LexisNexis® eCitation is an electronic citation system that allows law enforcement to collect, validate and submit citation reports. eCitation enables officers to enter information once and share it electronically with third-party entities like court management and jail management systems. The complexity inherent with utilizing paper citations often requires agencies to manage multiple versions of violation codes. The eCitation solution integrates disparate data sources into a versatile system that can be utilized for any violation or offense mandated by the local or state jurisdiction.

Sex offender registry

Sex offender registry system allows authorized users to enter sex offender information online through a web-based application. It offers a public website that allows citizens to search for offenders, perform a radius search for a specific address and sign up for notifications. The statewide sex offender registry solution accesses disparate data from multiple sources to help agencies automate their processes. In fact, LexisNexis helped one client go from a room full of file cabinets and paper files to a fully electronic, paperless workflow that helped law enforcement agencies better focus on public safety.
The LexisNexis eCrash, eCitation and eWarrants products are not provided by “consumer reporting agencies,” as that term is defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. § 1681, et seq.) (“FCRA”) and do not constitute “consumer reports,” as that term is defined in the FCRA. Accordingly, the LexisNexis eCrash, eCitation and eWarrants products may not be used in whole or in part as a factor in determining eligibility for credit, insurance, employment or another purpose in connection with which a consumer report may be used under the FCRA. Due to the nature of the origin of LexisNexis public records information, the public records and commercially available data sources used in reports may contain errors. Source data is sometimes reported or entered inaccurately, processed poorly or incorrectly, and is generally not free from defect. This product or service aggregates and reports data, as provided by the public records and commercially available data sources, and is not the source of the data, nor is it a comprehensive compilation of the data. Before relying on any data, it should be independently verified. LexisNexis and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of RELX, Inc., used under license. Coplogic is a trademark of LexisNexis Coplogic Solutions Inc.

About LexisNexis Risk Solutions

LexisNexis Risk Solutions harnesses the power of data and advanced analytics to provide insights that help businesses and governmental entities reduce risk and improve decisions to benefit people around the globe. We provide data and technology solutions for a wide range of industries including insurance, financial services, healthcare and government. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, Georgia, we have offices throughout the world and are part of RELX Group (LSE: REL/NYSE: RELX), a global provider of information and analytics for professional and business customers across industries. RELX is a FTSE 100 company and is based in London. For more information, please visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com, and www.relx.com.

For more information, call 877.719.8806 or email solutionsinquiry@lexisnexisrisk.com